Vickers tank from the 2nd
Armoured Battalion in
Żurawica. The battalion
dispatched a company
of light tanks for the 10th

Light tank Vickers E single
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Brigade.
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Left: Major (mjr dypl.)
Franciszek Stachowicz
shown here as the captain
(rotmistrz), an officer in
charge of the anti-tank
battalion between 1937
and 1939.

LE

Right: Colonel (Płk
dypl.) Stanisław Maczek,
commander of the 10th

Cavalry Brigade from

Left: Major Ksawery
Święcicki, chief officer
of the Reconnaissance
Battalion.

Right: Lieutenant colonel
Stanisław Lewicki, second
in command of the 10th
Mounted Rifle Regiment
from 1937 to 1939.
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October 1938.

Poles, Zaolzie remained within Czechoslovak boundaries and was a source of dispute between the
two countries. Upon arrival, the 10th Brigade received some additional vehicles as well as troops
and replenished its exhausted ammunition supplies.
As the Czechoslovak government accepted the Polish ultimatum, military action was unnecessary. However, the Brigade was assigned an important task of securing an important railway junction at Bohumin (Bogumin) before an expected German intervention. On October 8 1938 10th
Brigade departed from Skoczów and marched along the Polish border to enter the town from the
north, at the same time securing the German-Czech border to prevent German militia moving into
Bohumin.
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Field kitchen of the
10th Brigade light tank

LE

company.

Vickers tanks from the
light tank company in file,
November 1938.

10th Brigade light tank
company vehicles in
Podhale. In the foreground
a twin-turret Vickers E, at
the back a C7P tractor.
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along the road in Podhale.
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In March 1939 intensified
political tension led to
an increase in the level
of alertness of the 10th
Brigade. As a result, the
24th Ulhan Regiment
was concentrated near
Rzeszów in Boguchwała
township. A ”Sokół” 1000
motorcycle and Polish
FIAT 621 trucks parked in

Boguchwała township, an
ulhan on a motorcycle.
Even though the beret was

M

regulation head gear, the
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a barnyard.

troops were allowed to use
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the remaining forage caps.

Banner guards of the
10th Mounted Rifles and
the 24th Ulhan regiments
during a national 3 May
parade in Rzeszów. 1939.
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“Sokół” 1000 motorcycle with sidecar
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Polish FIAT 508/III “Łazik”, all-terrain car.

Polish FIAT 508/III – furgon, pick-up truck.
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Reconnaissance tank TKS, armed with 20 mm FK-A wz. 38 cannon.

Self propelled gun TKS-D, armed with 37 mm
Bofors anti-tank cannon.
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